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Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the Stibnite Gold Project as part of Midas Gold Idaho's

Comment Period. I have been closely following Midas Gold Idaho's plans since they first came into our state, in

large part because much of the proposed project will take place on public land. The more I have learned about

the project, the more excited I am about the possibilities it will bring into our state.

 

Alternative 2 is the best proposal for Idaho communities. This alternative promises to create hundreds of local

jobs. Midas Gold has committed to purchasing supplies locally as much as possible and have already spent

millions in Idaho to date. The company predicts it will directly employ somewhere around 500 people during

construction and operations of the mine. Independent studies also show hundreds of indirect jobs will be created

as a result of the Stibnite Gold Project during both phases of the project. I am excited about the opportunities this

could bring for Idaho families [acirc][euro]" especially as our nation attempts to recover from the ongoing

pandemic. But besides the economic benefits, the project will help our environment. Right now, the area of the

proposed mine is a brownfields site. Cleaning it up will be expensive. And no one else is proposing to do the

work besides Midas Gold. If the Stibnite Gold Project doesn't move forward, this burden will fall to us as

taxpayers or more likely, the site may never get cleaned up at all.

 

Thank you for considering my thoughts on the project. I am grateful for the virtual meeting room you created. It

made learning about the project easy and gave me the tools I needed to submit meaningful comments within the

60-day timeframe. If I can do it, anyone can. I urge you to move forward with alternative two.


